
GILA-YAQUI WILDLIFE CORRIDOR 
 
Pilot Title: Gila-Yaqui Wildlife Corridor 
 
General Description: The Gila-Yaqui Wildlife Corridor is a major habitat corridor 
of southeastern Arizona in one of the nation’s fastest developing regions, 
connecting habitats for endangered jaguar, Mexican wolf, and many other 
vulnerable landscape-dependent species. The corridor is flanked on the west by 
Pinaleño/ Dos Cabezas/Chiricahua Mountains, and on the east by the Peloncillo 
Mountains. The Corridor runs from the Gila River on the north through the U.S.-
Mexico border on the south to the Sierra Madre in Sonora, Mexico. Rapid land, 
border security, energy transmission, and transportation development, coupled 
with a general paucity of conservation planning will mean permanent severance 
of key habitat linkages within the Corridor in the near future without bold 
conservation action now. Threats to the Gila-Yaqui Corridor include loss of rural 
lands to sub-urban development, proposed SunZia transmission lines and 
proposed substation, land development at base of mountains in both Arizona and 
New Mexico, and fragmentation by Interstate 10 and AZ/NM Highway 80. 
Barriers related to security infrastructure along the U.S.-Mexico borderlands and 
impacts from recreational activities due to population increases in the 
intermountain valleys are additional issues.  
 
Species: The Gila-Yaqui Corridor represents a major habitat pathway for 
endangered species and game animals. It is book-ended on the north by the 
existing U.S. Mexican Gray Wolf Recovery Area, and on the south by the 
Mexican government’s proposed wolf recovery project.  The juxtaposition of the 
Gila-Yaqui Corridor between these two recovery projects qualifies it as a critical 
wildlife movement linkage in need of protection and mitigation strategies that will 
allow for the unification of wolf habitat across international boundaries and state 
lines.  The corridor also represents a vital pathway for recolonization of the 
jaguar from Mexico to its former range in the U.S.  Other species at risk in this 
corridor include American bison, jaguarundi, ocelot, and thick-billed parrot. Game 
species include pronghorn, desert mule deer, Coues white-tailed deer, and 
collared peccary. 
 
Scale: See map attached 
 
Transmission Nexus: This key corridor will be seriously impacted by the 
proposed SunZia Energy Corridor project, which would further fragment the 
corridor east-to-west in the vicinity of I-10, with a major substation project 
scheduled for within the corridor near Willcox, Arizona. 
 
Energy Nexus: The SunZia transmission line will be transmitting renewable 
energy generated at wind farms near Roswell, New Mexico 
 



Transportation Nexus: Interstate 10 and AZ/NM Highway 80 have both been 
identified by Arizona Wildlife Linkage Assessment and New Mexico’s Critical 
Mass workshop to contain numerous high-priority wildlife crossings, particularly 
across I-10 at Steins Pass in NM (Peloncillo Mountains) and across I-10 from 
Willcox to Bowie, in AZ (Pinaleno-Dos Cabezas Mountains). 
 
Dept. of Defense Nexus: The Western Regional Partnership, created to 
establish a top-level partnership among Department of Defense (DOD), other 
federal agencies, and state and tribal leadership in Arizona, California, Nevada, 
New Mexico, and Utah has recommended three projects for further refinement 
and enactment, including Southeastern Arizona (Tucson to New Mexico including 
areas around I-10). This project will create an excellent opportunity to enhance 
habitat, reduce its potential for loss, improve connectivity and corridors, help 
conserve open space, and meet both ecological and security needs. 
 
Multi-state and/or multi-jurisdictional? 
This corridor runs south through both New Mexico and Arizona, weaving across 
the common state line in the San Simon and San Bernardino Valleys between 
the Chiricahua and Peloncillo Mountains. 
 
Utilizing or Developing the best available science in GIS format? 
The Arizona Wildlife Linkages Assessment is developing Regional Wildlife 
Corridor Assessments at the county level across the entire state. Analysis will 
include proven GIS approaches such as habitat suitability models, least cost path 
analysis, and evaluation of corridor strands. The Assessment will then be verified 
by comparing computer models of wildlife linkages to radio/GPS telemetry data, 
wildlife linkage assessments from Arizona Game and Fish Dept. (AGFD) wildlife 
managers, road kill incident databases, and other expert assessments. In 
addition, the Western Regional Partnership; University of Arizona, and USGS are 
all active in the area with the possibility to contribute to shared GIS data layering. 
Several NGO organizations have GIS layers to contribute, ie the Sky Islands 
Wildlands Network Design and work done on Jaguar Safe Passages.  

Partners? 
Presents new and ongoing opportunities to work with AGFD, Arizona Department 
of Transportation (ADOT), New Mexico Department of Game and Fish (NMDGF), 
and New Mexico Department of Transportation (NMDOT) and federal land and 
wildlife agencies, county planners, conservation organizations, private 
landowners, municipalities, etc. 
 
How is this pilot helping the WGA develop and test their Decision Support 
System? 
Presents a significant challenge and a test as to whether efforts will work where 
the need is most urgent. In addition, this would be a multi-state project and will 
test two states using different methods for identifying connectivity with 
opportunities to synthesize differing datasets from two states. 
 



How is this pilot developing site-specific standards and desired future 
condition of wildlife habitat or corridors on-the-ground? 
Habitat linkages in this corridor have been identified through the Arizona Wildlife 
Linkages Assessment and New Mexico’s Critical Mass workshop. There is an 
urgent need for implementation of recommended conservation measures and the 
Gila-Yaqui Pilot Project would provide the impetus for moving forward. Through 
the Regional Wildlife Corridor analysis to occur in Cochsie County, habitat 
linkages will go through a fine-scale GIS analysis as well as an on-the-ground 
assessment of habitat quality and potential barriers. Management 
recommendations will be developed. A final linkage report will be used to inform 
the Comprehensive Land Use Plan in Cochise County, as well as federal, state, 
and local planning processes such as incorporation of wildlife values into city and 
urban/rural development plans. 
 
Is this pilot advancing planning efforts to map site(s) specific wildlife 
corridor adaptation to climate change? 
Conservation organizations are developing species-specific range shift tools in 
conjunction with California Academy of Sciences. In addition, the Gila-Yaqui 
corridor could be advantaged by acting as a demonstration project for shared tool 
development to include GIS shared data layering and climate modeling. 
The Western Regional Partnership; University of Arizona, and USGS are all 
active in the area and have the potential to engage in ways that add value. The 
National Science Foundation has expressed an interest through their Coupled 
Systems programs in this region because it involves multi jurisdictions and rapid 
change in both the human and natural systems. 
 
Chance of success in resolving conflict and protecting habitat? 
High chance of success, with Pima County’s Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan 
acting as an in place conservation model for surrounding counties. 
Cochise County in Arizona, pivotally located, has expressed willingness to 
participate in the Arizona Wildlife Linkages Workgroup’s efforts to further refine 
the wildlife corridor identification process on a regional level. A bulk of the project 
lies  within Cochise County. 
 
What the NGO community brings to the table in terms of resources and 
partnership?   
Several conservation organizations have been engaged in promoting 
conservation of the Gila-Yaqui Wildlife Corridor in recent years. Some are 
currently funded for ongoing operations within the corridor (Sky Island Alliance, 
the Nature Conservancy).  Other organizations focused on a continental scale 
(Spine of Continent Initiative) recognize the critical importance of protecting this 
regional corridor as part of much larger continental “wildway.”  One of the goals 
of all these activities is to collaborate with land managers and agencies at all 
levels. The NGO community has ongoing communications with non-NGO 
partners both public and private and thereby can interface with many 
stakeholders. 



 
 

 


